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Bald Eagle
Different

Name:

Food
Habitat
Color of Body
Number of
Eggs Laid
Nests

They eat fish and
use their talons or
claws to catch them.
They live near lakes,
rivers, marshes, and
seacoasts.

Red-Trailed Hawk
Same

Carnivores

Temperate Deciduous
Forest

The Bald Eagle has a white
head and tail and a blackish
body.
Their eggs are white.

They create their nests
using sticks.

Different

They prey on small
rodents and rarely will
eat poultry.
They live in the open
country of various
kinds, including
farmlands.
The Bald Eagle usually has
a white chest with a rustcolored tail.

The females lay two to
three eggs at a time.

A nest of
sticks that are
placed in tall
trees.

Their eggs are white
with brown spots.

The nest is made with not
only sticks, but shreds of
bark and bits of fresh
green vegetation.
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Semantic Comparisons
© 2003 Edwin Ellis

The way SW Indians worshiped
their gods

menu

One of the ways Plains Indians
worshiped their gods

x Is a type or part

x Is a type or part

of ...
Is a member of this group ...

of ...
Is a member of this group ...

Tern / Name

Tern / Name

Kiva

Pow wow

Features

Features

Round room built underground
for religious ceremonies
Example

www.GraphicOrganizers.com

Non-example
Non-example

Used by
Not used by
SW Indians SE Indians

Several day celebration of Great
Spirit by Plains Indians
Example

Non-example

Sun dance

Is like ...

Worshiping
inside a building

Is like ...

Going into the basement
to worship

Outside church

Background knowledge connections

Plains Indians had similar beliefs and customs to NE Indians; SW
Indians had similar beliefs, but customs were different
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Main ideas

Historical
Event
Enemy

September 11,
2001
Attack against the U. S.
that led to the destruction
of Twin Towers & Pentagon

December 7,
1942
Attack against the U. S.
that led to the destruction
of Pearl Harbor

Conclusion about this main idea

Both events will be
remembered as dark days
in U. S. history

Conclusion about this main idea

The enemy of Sept. 11th is
not easy to identify or
understand

Terrorist Groups

Japanese Army

Means of
Destruction

Commercial
Airplanes

Military
Airplanes

Victims

Primarily
Civilians

Military
&
Civilians

Political Impact

The president of the U. S.
declared war on any country
that harbored terrorists

The president of the U.S.
declared war against Japan

In both cases U.S.
presidents were eager to
punish the enemy

Most U. S. citizens fear for
their safety & struggle to
identify the enemy

Most U. S. citizens agreed
with the president’s
decision & supported war

The enemy is not clear so
many disagree on how to
fight terrorism

Social Impact

Conclusion about these features

This is not a civil war or
typical war, but it still
threatens U.S. safety

Conclusion about these features

The public and political
response to this event is
more typical of war

Conclusion about this main idea

Using commercial airplanes
for bombs was unheard of
until Sept. 11 th

Conclusion about this main idea

The enemy in each case
had little regard for
human life

Conclusion about this main idea

Conclusion about this main idea
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Comparing….

Toad
Main ideas

Details

Frog
Details

Skin

Dry and bumpy

Wet and Smooth

Leg

Short legs allowing only
small hops

Long legs allowing
long leaps

Habitat

Mountains, Prairies,
Deserts, and Gardens

Rivers, streams, lakes,
ponds, swamps

Food

Mainly insects and
arthropods

Eats almost anything that
moves- flies, crickets, fish…

Reproduction

Breed during wet season and lay a stream of
eggs in the water. Eggs turn into tadpoles.

Lay eggs in the water.
The eggs hatch into tadpoles

So what? What is important to understand about this?

Frogs and toads are similar in some ways, but they are different in many other ways.
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NATO
Main ideas

Details

Class Treaty
Details

Problem to be solved

Protect countries from rise of Soviet
Communism.

Protects students from making fun of
others.

Why is this a problem?

The United States and its allies tried to
prevent the spread of communism.

Causes lower self esteem, resentment
towards others, & dislike for peers

Treaty of Versailles

Punishing people who make fun of others
by writing sentences.

What treaty agrees
to do?

Safeguard freedom & security of NATO
countries by political & military means.

Encourage others with uplifting words,
instead of putting each other down.

Who is involved in
the Treaty?

The United States, Canada, and 19 other
European Countries.

Students and teacher.

How well does the
Treaty work?

Worked very well. NATO is still in
effect today.

Will be decided after one month trial
run.

Things tried in the past

So what? What is important to understand about this?

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization aided in the protection of the United States and its ally
countries to prevent the spread of communism. The Class Treaty will prevent students from making fun
of others.
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Field
of Expertise
Sojourner Truth

Freedom fighter

Harriet Tubman

Freedom fighter

Fannie Jackson
Coppin

Educator

Charlotte Forten
Grimke
Phillis Wheatley

Edmonia Lewis

Educator

Birthplace
& Date of Birth

Accomplishment

Hurley, New York
1797-1883

African-American
Orator and
Abolitionist

Dorchester Co., Maryland
1820-1913

“Underground Railroad”
Conductor-Led more than
300 slaves to freedom

Washington, D.C.
1836-1913

First African-American
woman in the U.S. to
receive a college degree

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1837-1914

First African-American
to teach white people in
Massachusetts

Poet

Senegal, West Africa
1753-1784

Artist

Albany, New York
1843-1900 (?)

One of America’s first
black poets

First African-American
Woman acknowledged as a
sculptor
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Oprah
Winfrey

Condoleezza
Rice

Shirley
Chisholm

Main ideas

Conclusions
Born in Kosciusko, MS,
in 1954-Troubled youth,
abused by male relatives
-moved to Nashville to
live with her father

Born in Birmingham, AL,
1954-parents were
educators, father was
also a minister-1967,
family moved to Denver

Born in Brooklyn New
York -Spent part of her
childhood in Barbados
w/grandmother
11/30/1924--1/1/2005

Oprah & Shirley had
similar experiences,
Oprah & Connie grew up
during segregation

Attended Tenn. State
Uni., in 1971 and began
working in radio & TV
Broadcasting in
Nashville

Uni., of Denver at 19,
Bchelor’s Political Sci.
Uni., Notre Dame Mastr
Uni., Denver’s Grad Sch.
Of Inter Stu Doctorate

Attended Brooklyn
College-earning BA in
1949- Master’s degree
in education from
Columbia University

Dr. Rice is by far the
best educated, but all
women attended college
which was unusual for
minority women

Notable
Qualities

Quality programming &
an open, warm-hearted
personal style
captivates audiences
and fans

First African Amer.
woman to serve as
Secretary of State
Foreign affairs expert

First African Amer.
elected to Congress, and
to run for the
presidency in 1972

The political leadership
of Rise and Chisholm is
outstanding, but Oprah’s
public leadership is
exceptional

Public
Opinion

Creative & Intelligent
Generous
Dedicated Activist for
Children’s Rights

Exceptional Role Model

Considered one of the
foremost female
orators in U.S.
Outstanding service to
mankind

All three women are
respected for their
accomplishments

Oprah had the most
difficult childhood and
youth, but she did not
let her past keep her
from succeeding

Dr. Rice has used her
mind and talents to
make a political place
for women in a male
dominate career

Cultural
Background

Education

Conclusions

Future Political
Candidate

Shirley’s determination
and courage to speak
out against injustices
makes her a cycle
breaker
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Where the U.S.
government gets its
money

Main ideas
Definition

Percentage
Paid to U.S.
Government
Tax
Impact

Terms

Conclusions

Personal
Income
Tax

Corporate
Income
Tax

Social Ins. &
Retirement
Receipts

Excise Tax

Progressive Tax
Based on taxable
income: $ from
jobs/investments

Based on taxable
income: money
earned each year

Federal & State
income taxes
SS tax/FICA

Excise: certain
goods/often
luxuries, made in
United States

Other

Conclusions
We must have
taxes to operate
our country & pay
for protection

10 %

34 %

Excise 3 %
Other 4 %

According to
these %
corporations are
not paying enough

Area of biggest
contribution,
Large income=
More $ to gov.

Successful Corp.=
Higher individual
income & higher
tax contribution

Individual income
usually low at this
level= less money
to contribute

Some goods are
not luxury, excise
tax on gas helps
pay for roads

If all Amer. were
wealthy & made a
lot of $ the U.S.
would be richer

Taxable Income:
after deductions,
adjustments, &
exemptions

Deductions:
medical expenses
or interest on
loans

Adjustments:
Parts of income
not taxed: Social
Security benefits

Exemptions:
Children,
depending on
parents

Social Security: $
gov. pays retired
& disabled,
50 million Amer.

It takes a lot of
income to have
some left after
taxes are paid

If I owned a
business I would
like 10 % figure

It seems unfair
to tax old people.
the disabled, and
the unemployed

When the gas
excise tax is used
to improve roads
we all profit

49 %
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Main ideas

Elastic
Demand
Price increase causes a
large change in demand

Inelastic
Demand
Price increase has little
effect on demand

Candy Bar
Verses
Gallon of Milk

If the price of a candy bar
goes from 75 to 90 cents
you have Elastic Demand

The price of a Gallon of milk
goes from $3.00 to $3.60,
does not affect demand

Milk is viewed as a
necessity consumers will
buy at just about any cost

Fresh Strawberries
Verses
Potatoes

Berries sell for $2.00
dollars a quart; price
increases to $3.50 a quart

Potatoes increase by 30%
per pound, consumers will
still buy

Spuds are more costly, but
we still eat them with
grilled steak

Lobster
Verses
Ground Beef

Cost of lobster 3 X higher
than beef, few people buy
lobster regardless of cost

Ground beef increase is still
cheaper than most meats,
fish, or chicken

I was 10 when sampled a
bite of lobster, we eat
ground beef all the time

Ford Explorer SUV
Verses
Mercedes SUV

Mercedes SUV has a 35%
increase on new models,
certain consumers will buy

Family of 5 needs roomy
automobile, will purcha se an
affordable Ford

My parent’s first car was a
Ford; they do not talk
about buying a Mercedes

Housing

Home with 5,000 sq ft of
living space on a lake comes
on the market for 2 million

Modest Ranch style home
with 50 ft. lot sales for
10 thousand above appraisal

People who have a lot of
money can afford huge
houses on lakes

Home
Decorating

Original paintings and fine
furnishings increase by
80%, appeals to few

Market price increases for
reproductions, consignment
furniture, & antiques

When we remodeled our
kitchen, my mom shopped
around for the best prices

Conclusion about these features

Elastic Demand items are
often a luxury that few
will or can afford to buy

Conclusion about these features

Inelastic Demand items
are usually a necessity or
substitution

Conclusion about this main idea

Conclusion about this main idea

Conclusion about this main idea

Conclusion about this main idea

Conclusion about this main idea

Conclusion about this main idea
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Bob
Dylan
Date and Place
of Birth

Duluth, Minnesota
May 24, 1941

John
Prine

Bruce
Springsteen

Conclusions

Maywood, Illinois
October 10, 1946

Freehold, New Jersey
September 23, 1949

All 3, singer,
songwriters were born
in the 40’s

Musical
Genre

Folk Gospel
Blues/Country
Rock Jazz

Country
Folk

Rock ‘N’ Roll
Folk

Folk is the one
common genre shared
by all 3 men

Lyrical
Themes

Politics Philosophy
Stream-ofConsciousness

Social Issues: from
unwed mothers to the
aged Environment

Street Poet-Working
Class
Politics

Each artist expresses
social concerns in his
songs

Career
Span
Awards

1959-Present

197l-Present

1991 Grammy Award

1984-Grammy
1987-Grammy Awards
1993- Grammy Awards

Springsteen has been
recognized or
awarded the most

1997 Grammy Award
2001 Grammy for song
in Motion Picture

2005-Lifetime
Achievement for
Songwriting

1996-Best Folk Album
1999-Rock Hall of Fame
2003-Grammy Awards

in spite of the fact
that he has had the
shortest career

Dylan’s works can be
found in several
genres

The Lifetime
Achievement Award
says it all

Springsteen will most
likely continue to
receive awards

1963-Tom Paine Award
1988- Rock Hall of Fame

Awards

Conclusions

1973-Present

Dylan has certainly
passed the test of
time
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Seems like
real-life, but ...

Story

Author

Jack and the Beanstalk

unknown (folk tale)

© 2003 Edwin Ellis
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However, they are actually quite DIFFERENT
and shouldn’t be confused because:
This event involves ...
This part of the story ...

Jack steals the Goose that lays golden
eggs, climbs down the beanstalk, and
cuts it down, killing the giant

Might SEEM LIKE this real-life event ...

Because both...

Involve greedy
people willing to kill
others in order to get
treasure they want.
Having no respect for
othersÕ life or
property.

Saddam sending Iranian troops to invade
Kuwait to steal their treasure & oil wells

One-on-one conflict. One person wins,
the other looses, and nobody else is
really affected (except maybe JackÕs
mom).

Conflict affected tens-of-thousands of
people. Many in Kuwait lost their homes
and fortunes, thousands of Iranian
soldiers killed by US, and world peace
was threatened

While event involves ...

So what? What is important to understand about this?

Jack and Saddam displayed the same unethical behavior . Although SaddamÕs adventure affected thousands of
people, the Giant was probably no less concerned or less hurt as any individual from Kuwait!

